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These two industry powerhouses have joined forces to form:
Stealth Division - a unique entity dedicated to the application of 
technology for the advancement of performance and safety in the 
gravity sport industry.

THE PLAYERSTHE PLAYERS

As the world leader in military grade tracking technologies, Edgetrak designs, develops 

and manufactures miniature, covert radio-based tracking and monitoring systems for a 

broad spectrum of asset protection, monitoring and telemetry applications.

 

Operating on a global level, Edgetrak provides products and services to all manner of 

clients from government and military to commercial and consumer with a core competence 

in end-to-end product design, to contractual consultation and provision of independent 

advice on all aspects of radio technology and security. 

For over a decade wefunk has been creating “Space Time Bending Machines” - rideable 

works of art that have remained the benchmarks for innovation and performance in the 

skateboarding world under the watchful eye of its founder & Formula 1 composites 

technician, industrial designer and master board builder Alexander Luxat. The Koeln 

(Cologne) Germany based design studio has been an incubator for recognized innovation 

in skateboard design and composition.  Advanced knowledge of materials combined with 

European craftsmanship and German design principles have been cornerstones of 

wefunk’s longevity and global brand recognition. 



To combine state of the art Formula 1 and nanotechnology to the form, function, and 

performance enhancement of longboarding as a sport. By pushing the envelope on 

gravity propulsion we are redefining what’s possible through the careful application of 

technology, alternative materials and physics. 

THE MISSIONTHE MISSION



INTRODUCING THE

Makrolon reinforced nose and tail sections 
for high velocity impact resistance.

The trucks are state of the art GOG (Gang Of 
Germany) 180mm CNCed aluminum com-
posite alloy, featuring spherical bearing and 
reversible hangers for adjustable ride height 
and rake.

The hand built Mach1 prototype presented 
here is constructed of seven layers of F1 grade 
pre-preg carbon fiber over an Airex and Ash core.



THE WORLDS 1st TELEMETRY 
ENABLED RACING BOARD

The top of the deck features two separate 
grades of grip engineered for maximum con-
trol. The front grip is less coarse and permits 
shifting on the front foot while the rear grip is 
made from impervious Corundum - a synthetic 
sapphire crystal second only to diamond as 
the world’s hardest mineral. 

The Airex core features a center channel with 
a carbon fiber inlay for unmatched torsional 
rigidity and reduced drag.  

Fully integrated on-board Gnarvigator unit,  
enclosed behind clear acrylic built directly 
into the rear truck mounting area. 



The Gnarvigator is the worlds first and only full telemetry enabled rider information 

system for longboarding. Equipped with on-board GPS positioning, solid state data logging, 

Bluetooth wireless data & voice (for real-time data relay via wireless Bluetooth headset) 

and tri-axial accelerometer. Key performance metrics tracked include GPS position with 

RDGPS proprietary error correction algorithms, speed, start/stop run time, altitude, 

vertical drop, average speed, velocity, and G-force (entering & exiting turns). 

The Gnavigator will be available seperately as a universal attachment (see concept 

rendering above) for all types of longboad decks, allowing you to retrofit anything in your 

quiver into the ultimate full telemetry smart board.  We are already hard at work building 

the Gnarvigator social media back-end to coincide with the global launch of the  

Gnarvigator unit by the end of Q1 2012. The following functionality roadmap will be realized 

through a series of staged enhancement packs released twice a year:

 
Rider Profiles - setups, quiver, allow posting links to blogs, websites, etc.

Record Session Data - sorted by any variable

Training Mode - record individual runs for analysis

Race Invitations - invite other Gnarvigator subscribers to meet and race 

Rank by - speed, time, distance

Rank against - Gnarvigator Community (Global), riders enrolled in the race, IGSA standings 

Gnarvigator Loyalty programs - accending the ranks earns you points that can be used  
for new gear, trips to IGSA events, and more!

ARTISTS CONCEPT



SHAPE FEATURES:
› cutouts for additional wheel clearance in tight turns

› tapering down to the last third of the platform to keep the 

braking foot closer to the board (more stability in foot-brakes)

› flares at the end of the platform give a tactile feedback in  

foot-brakes (to avoid getting caught in the rear wheel)

› in toeside turns the foot locks into the “pocket” in front of 

the flare (the board being narrower at this point also avoids 

oversteering)

› 1295 grams total gripped weight

CONCAVE FEATURES:
› ergonomically designed radius into straight angles

› the concave geometry follows the anatomy of the foot - deep 

enough to lock you in, allowing for lots of leverage in turns 

without overstretching the foot arches

› flat middle section which adds stability in the tuck position and 

on straights

NOTES FROM  

THE DESIGNER:  

ALEX LUXAT

The production version will feature a poplar wood 
composite construction featuring the signature 
Mach1 shape.  The wefunk design language will 
continue to be predominant throughout the entire 
Stealth Division line. 
 
The Mach1 will be available for pre-order as of  
Q1 2012  from:
wefunkdirect.com (Americas) 
wefunk.de (Europe) 

wefunk/Stealth Division will launch 
the Mach1 as a full production deck 
Spring 2012.



CONTACTS

Headquarters & Distribution Center 
5300 Satellite Drive
Mississauga , ON Canada
L4W 5J2
+1.877.372.0145 (toll free)
+1.647.776.0940 (direct)

wefunk Skateboards Design Studio
Venloer Str. 502
D-50825 Cologne
Germany
+49.221.130.603.91


